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ABSTRACT Due to the constantly growing number of information sources, intelligent

information retrieval becomes a more and more important task. We model information

sources by description logic (DL) terminologies. The commonalities of user-speci�ed ex-

amples can be computed by the least common subsumer (LCS) operator. However, in

some cases this operator delivers too general results. In this article we solve this problem

by presenting a probabilistic extension of the LCS operator for a probabilistic descrip-

tion logic. By computing gradual commonalities between description logic concepts, this

operator serves as a crucial means for content-based information retrieval for all kinds of

information sources. We also describe an extension of our operator to consider unwanted

information. The probabilistic LCS can be applied for information retrieval in a scenario

of multiple information sources.

1.1 Introduction

The number of structured but heterogeneous information sources that are available online is

growing rapidly. In particular, many sources in the World-Wide Web o�er information about

all kinds of themes. Often the user must manually combine information items from multi-

ple sources. If information is distributed in di�erent semi-structured formats (see the XML

discussion), automatic integration techniques are required to provide adequate information

systems. Basically, the same situation occurs in standard database contexts, and thus, many

of the well-known integration techniques can be reused in the Web context (see, e.g., [CL93]).

As a remedy to the integration and combination problems, the "information agent" abstrac-

tion has been proposed (e.g., SIMS [AKS96]). Information agents are understood as systems

that provide a uniform query interface to multiple information sources.

In the Web context, most users of information systems are only casual users. Hence, they

are often overtaxed when asked to (formally) describe the exact kind of information they

desire. In many applications they can, however, supply examples concerning the information

of interest. In contrast to approaches where the user has to learn query languages (or agent

communication languages), in this paper we focus on providing the theoretical background

for information retrieval on the basis of user-speci�ed examples which express his information

demands. An information system can automatically determine a description of the user's

information demands by evaluating the commonalities between these examples. The informa-

tion source(s) can then be queried for corresponding data objects that "match" the descrip-

tion(s). In the approach presented in this article, we do not pursue the standard case-based

information retrieval approaches where abstract statistical distance measures are computed
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to associate examples and information "items" in various sources. Instead, we explicitly rep-

resent the commonalities based on formal logical models for background knowledge. Thus,

commonalities can be reasoned about and, for instance, the background knowledge can be

accessed to infer implicit information etc.

As an example domain we consider a scenario where a user of a so-called "TV-Assistant" can

retrieve broadcasts "similar" to example broadcasts he speci�ed beforehand. The idea is to let

the user build a (structured) collection of �lms of interest to him. Referring to (a subset of) the

collection a user can ask the TV-Assistant to retrieve similar �lms for Saturday evening, say. In

a more general perspective, the TV-Assistant can be viewed as an instance of an application

where queries can be posed which are based on previously collected related information

items. In this content-based information retrieval approach, information sources are modeled

using description logic theory. DL systems o�er a number of reasoning services which are

declaratively speci�ed with reference to a formal model-theoretic semantics. For example,

they determine whether a "data description" (called concept, see below) is consistent, they

determine whether two concepts are disjoint, whether one concept is subsumed by another one

(automatic concept classi�cation), etc. In addition, concepts can be used to specify queries

(instance classi�cation).

The use of description logics for information access is described in various publications. In

a similar way as [MMB97] we use the description logic system Classic (see also [LRO96,

LP97, LSW98]). For (Basic-)Classic Cohen et al. [CBH92] have de�ned an operation for

computing the least common subsumer (LCS) of concepts. With this operation and an oper-

ation to extract a conceptual description (i.e., a concept) from an item of a collection, the

commonalities of a collection of items can be computed and, in turn, explicitly be represented

as a concept. In our TV-Assistant scenario, the notion of similarity between two (or more)

TV broadcasts is formalized by computing the LCS between the "parent concepts" of the

corresponding individual broadcasts. The LCS concept is then used as a query. The result

will be the set of broadcast individuals which are subsumed by the LCS concept. This kind of

case-based information retrieval based on DLs is investigated in [MHN98] and also considered

in [SV97].

Although the "LCS idea" works in principle, sometimes it is very hard to provide deep domain

models such that the LCS operator returns concepts that really describe the commonalities.

In other words, sometimes the commonalities will be just "thing" due to necessarily incom-

plete models and due to the sharp semantics behind the logical modeling techniques. For

instance, broadcasts about football do not have much in common with tennis broadcasts.

Hence, computing the LCS between the corresponding concepts would result in a rather gen-

eral concept (e.g., the concept for sports broadcasts). Once this concept is used as a query, a

probably too large set of sports broadcasts might be returned. A more suitable result would

be to allow the concept representing all broadcasts where teams are involved as an LCS

concept. The de�nition should regard that the concept team-sports-broadcast should be con-

sidered an LCS of football-broadcast and tennis-broadcast. This is a plausible model because

in Davis Cup matches, for instance, teams of tennis players compete against each other.

However, since there are also a lot of TV broadcasts from ATP tournaments where no teams

are involved, team-sports-broadcast does not "completely" subsume both football-broadcast

and tennis-broadcast but only with some probability smaller than 1. To come back to the

information retrieval aspect, a user might want to be presented team sports broadcasts in

this case rather than a (possibly large) set of all sports broadcasts which the crisp version

of the LCS operator would suggest. In other words, we would like to be able to express that

a certain concept is an LCS only with a certain probability, since not every tennis match
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involves teams.

One of the main problems is that the degree of overlap between concepts cannot be adequately

modeled in crisp DLs. Therefore, several probabilistic extensions of DLs have been suggested.

In [Jae94] cross entropy minimization is used to combine the modeling of statements about

conditional probabilities between concepts and statements expressing uncertain knowledge

about speci�c objects. [Hei94] represents knowledge on the basis of probability intervals and

thus enables the modeling of ignorance. In addition, Fuzzy approaches for modeling vague

and imprecise knowledge have been developed [Str98, TM98]. The underlying crisp DL is

ALC. A probabilistic extension of Classic based on Bayes nets is introduced in [KLP97]

(the language is called P-Classic).

Since the LCS operation is de�ned only for (Basic-)Classic and not for ALC we investigated

the use of P-Classic from [KLP97] for modeling vague knowledge in the TV-Assistant

domain. Whereas in crisp Classic the determination of commonalities of concepts can be

performed by computing the LCS operator, such an operation is not yet available for P-

Classic. We propose an approach to combine the two notions of the LCS operation and the

P-Classic description logic.

In Section 1.2 we give a short introduction to the underlying syntax and semantics of P-

Classic and sketch an application of this logic to the problems in the TV-Assistant domain.

In Section 1.3 we de�ne the probabilistic least common subsumer operator for a set of concepts

and present an algorithm to compute it. In addition, measures to quantify the suitability or

appropriateness of an LCS concept are de�ned. Section 1.4 shows how the de�nition can

be extended to consider negative examples, i.e., explicit information items representing the

kind of information a user is not interested in. We conclude with a discussion on possible

optimizations of the presented algorithms.

1.2 The Underlying Description Logic

We assume three disjoint alphabets of symbols, called atomic concepts, atomic roles, and

abstract individuals. The special concept name > is called top. Concepts names denote sets

of domain objects. Roles denote tuples of domain objects. For a given domain object, the

objects related to it by a role are referred to as its �llers. Roles taking only one role �ller are

called attributes (or features). Complex concepts are recursively de�ned as follows. Let P be

an atomic concept, R a role, F an attribute, f an abstract individual, and n 2 IN. If C and

D are concepts already de�ned, then P;:P;C uD;8R:C; (� n R); (� n R); and (�lls F f)

are also concepts. Furthermore, let (= n R) be an abbreviation for (� n R)u (� n R). The

semantics for concepts is given by an interpretation I which is a pair I = (�I ; �I) consisting

of a non-empty set �I (the domain) and an interpretation function �I . It maps every atomic

concept P to a subset P I of �I , every role R to a subset RI of �I��I, and every attribute

F to a partial function F I : �I ! �I . Assume that CI , DI , and RI are already given. Then

(C uD)I
def
= CI \DI ; (:P )I = �I � P I ; (�lls F f)I

def
= fd 2 �I jF I(d) = fg; (8R:C)I

def
=

fd 2 �I j8(d; d0) 2 RI ) d0 2 CIg; (� n R)I
def
= fd 2 �I jjRI(d)j � ng; (� n R)I

def
= fd 2

�I jjRI(d)j � ng: The DL also allows for introducing abbreviations for complex concepts

and concept specializations. Let P be an atomic concept and C a concept. A terminological

axiom is a statement of the form P
:
= C or P v C. A �nite set of terminological axioms is

called a terminology (or TBox) if no concept appears more than once on the left-hand side of

a terminological axiom and if no cyclic de�nitions are present. An interpretation I satis�es a
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sports-kind v >

individual-sports v sports-kind

team-sports v sports-kind

sports-tool v >

football v sports-tool

basketball v sports-tool

tennis-racket v sports-tool

sports-broadcast v >

team-sports-broadcast
:
= sports-broadcast u (= 1 kind-of-sports)

8kind-of-sports:team-sports

individual-sports-broadcast
:
= sports-broadcast u (= 1 kind-of-sports)

8kind-of-sports:individual-sports

football-broadcast
:
= team-sports-broadcast u (= 1 has-sports-tool)

8has-sports-tool:football

basketball-broadcast
:
= team-sports-broadcast u (= 1 has-sports-tool)

8has-sports-tool:basketball

tennis-broadcast
:
= individual-sports-broadcast u (= 1 has-sports-tool)

8has-sports-tool:tennis-racket

�gure-skating-broadcast v individual-sports-broadcast

FIGURE 1.1. A terminology describing knowledge about sports broadcasts.

terminological axiom P
:
= C (P v C) i� P I = CI (P I � CI). An interpretation I is a model

of a terminology i� all terminological axioms are satis�ed. A concept C is satis�able w.r.t.

a terminology i� there exists a model such that CI 6= ;. A concept C subsumes a concept

D w.r.t. a terminology (C � D) i� DI � CI for all models I of T . C and D are equivalent

(C � D) i� C � D and D � C. These notions can be extended for dealing with individuals.

Due to space constraints, we omit the technical details.

Figure 1.2 shows a knowledge base about sports broadcasts. Consider a user who likes to re-

trieve TV broadcasts similar to football-broadcast and basketball-broadcast. Then, computing

the LCS of football-broadcast and basketball-broadcast would result in team-sports-broadcast u

(= 1 has-sports-tool) u 8has-sports-tool.sports-tool and all knowledge bases would be queried

for TV broadcast individuals which are subsumed by this concept. However, consider a user

who collects football broadcasts and tennis broadcasts. The LCS computation then yields

the concept sports-broadcast u (= 1 has-sports-tool) u 8has-sports-tool:sports-tool. Now

querying the knowledge bases for individuals which are subsumed by such a general concept

would result in a large amount of TV broadcasts which was not intended by the user. This

unwanted behavior is due to the fact that the (crisp) LCS operator computes only those

concepts which fully subsume football-broadcast and tennis-broadcast. The probabilistic infor-

mation that tennis-broadcast with some probability is a team-sports-broadcast is not used in

the computation process. In order to take such information into account, [KLP97] introduced

a probabilistic extension of the DL which we will summarize briey in the following. The DL

underlying our probabilistic LCS operator was chosen such that this probabilistic extension

is applicable to it.

To fully describe a concept, we need to describe the atomic concepts it is subsumed by,

the properties of attribute �llers, number restrictions on roles and the properties of its role
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FIGURE 1.2. P-classes for the knowledge base about sports broadcasts.

�llers. Therefore, the terminology is extended by a set PCL of p-classes. Each p-class consists

of a Bayesian network and one of the p-classes is the root p-class PCL�. The root p-class

describes the properties of concepts and all other p-classes describe the properties of role

�llers. The Bayesian networks are modeled as DAGs whose nodes represent atomic concepts

(P ), attribute �llers (Fills(F )), number restrictions for roles (Number(R)) and properties of

role �llers (PC(R)). Dependencies in the network are modeled by edges. For atomic concepts

the range of the variables of each node can be either true or false, for Fills(F ) it consists of

abstract individuals, and for Number(R) it is a subset of IN. In order to guarantee termination

of the inference algorithm, this subset must be �nite. Thus, the number of role �llers for a

role is bounded. bound(R) indicates the maximum number of role �llers for R. A PC(R)-node

determines the p-class which the role �llers of a role are drawn from.

Figure 1.2 shows our knowledge base about sports broadcasts enriched by probability in-

formation. For instance, it is stated that a broadcast is considered to be about an indi-

vidual sports (ISB) with probability 0.7 given that it is a broadcast about sports (SB)

where no teams are involved (:TSB). Two p-classes are represented. sports-broadcasts is

the root p-class and the role �llers for has-sports-tool are chosen from the p-class sports-

tools. For each concept C the probability PPCL�(C) with which an individual is subsumed

by C can then be computed by a standard inference algorithm for Bayesian networks. In

our example the probability of PPCL�(team-sports-broadcast u (= 1 has-sports-tool) u

8has-sports-tool:basketball) is computed by setting the nodes for team-sports-broadcast and

basketball to true, number(has-sports-tool) = 1, and PC(has-sports-tool) = sports-tools. By

Bayes net propagation we yield a value of 0.006. With this formalism it is possible to express

the degree of overlap between concepts by a probability.
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C D

E1E2

FIGURE 1.3. Scenario of four concepts illustrating the meaning of the degree of LCS subsump-

tion and the LCS subsumption probability.

1.3 A Probabilistic Extension of the LCS Operator

Based on the probabilistic description logic introduced in the last section, it is possible to

de�ne an LCS operator which takes into account the degree of overlap between concepts.

Intuitively, given two concepts C and D, the key idea is to allow those concepts as candidates

for a probabilistic least common subsumer of C and D which have a non-empty overlap with

C and D. In order to keep the set of these concepts �nite, we consider only concepts whose

"depth" is not larger than the maximum depth of C andD. From the viewpoint of information

retrieval this is no severe restriction, since in practical applications deeply nested concepts

usually do not subsume any relevant individuals (e.g., FBu8has-sports-tool:8has-sports-tool.F

in our example). We introduce the degree of LCS subsumption as a quality measure for such

a concept to be a probabilistic LCS of C and D. By this extension the qualities of potential

least common subsumers can be compared to one another and the ones with "bad" quality

will be eliminated from the set of possible probabilistic LCSs of C and D.

Furthermore, unlike in the de�nition of the crisp LCS, a concept expression does not neces-

sarily need to subsume C and D completely in order to be a probabilistic LCS. In addition to

the degree of LCS subsumption, we introduce a second quality measure which indicates the

LCS subsumption probability, i.e., the probability with which a randomly chosen individual,

which is subsumed by this probabilistic LCS, subsumes both C and D.

Figure 1.3 illustrates the meaning of both measures given four concepts represented as areas in

the 2D space. The larger the hatched area compared to E1, the higher the value for the degree

of LCS subsumption of E1. Conversely, the larger the area of C [ D that is not contained

in E1 (the gray area), the lower the LCS subsumption probability for E1. For example, the

concept E2 has a better LCS subsumption probability than E1, because the areas for C and

D are both completely contained in E2. On the other hand, the degree of LCS subsumption

of E2 is lower than the one of E1, since the area E2 n (C [D) is larger than E1 n (C [D).

With the above considerations we will de�ne the set of probabilistic LCSs of two concepts C

and D as a set of triples where the �rst component is a concept and the other components

are probabilities indicating both the degree of LCS subsumption and the LCS subsumption

probability, respectively. In a concrete application a user should be able to specify minimal

values for both measures that he is willing to accept.

The probabilistic LCS operator is applied to the parent concepts of individuals representing

examples of a user's information demands. In our analysis, we use the canonical form of a

concept. The canonical form of a concept Ci is given by

Ci = �i u �i1 u : : : u �ini with (1.1)
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�i = Pi1 u : : : u Piki u (�lls Fi1 fi1) u : : : u (�lls Fili fili)

�ij = (� lij Rij) u (� mij Rij) u (8Rij:C
0

ij)

where C
0

ij is also in canonical form, Pik are atomic concepts or negations of atomic concepts.

No Pik or attribute Fil appears more than once in �i. The canonical form of a concept is

unique and every concept can be transformed into canonical form in linear time. The depth

of a concept C in canonical form is de�ned as follows: depth(�) = 0; depth((� l R) u (�

m R)) = 0; depth(8R:C 0) = 1 + depth(C 0), and depth(C uD) = maxfdepth(C); depth(D)g.

In the following let C = fC1; : : : ; Cmg be a set of m concepts in canonical form. When

de�ning the set of probabilistic least common subsumers p-lcs(C) we consider only concepts

with a non-empty overlap with each of the C1; : : : ; Cm. The maximum depth of the concepts

in p-lcs(C) is limited by the maximum depth of the C1; : : : ; Cm in order to guarantee p-lcs(C)

to be �nite. In order to formalize the idea that only the triples with "best" degree of LCS

subsumption and LCS subsumption probability should be considered, we say that a tuple

(p; q) dominates (p0; q0), i� p < p0 ) q > q0 ^ q < q0 ) p > p0. We can now de�ne the set of

probabilistic least common subsumers of C1; : : : ; Cm as follows:

De�nition 1 Let C be a set of concepts in canonical form and PCL� the root p-class of the

P-Classic KB. Then we de�ne the set of probabilistic least common subsumers of C as

p-lcs(C)
def
= f(E; p; q) 2 C � IR� IR j

8i 2 f1; : : : ;mg : PPCL�(E uCi) > 0 ^ depth(E) � max
i=1;:::;m

fdepth(Ci)g ^

p =
P 0(E;C)

PPCL�(E)
^ q =

PPCL�(E)

PPCL�(E) + P 00(E;C)
^

8(E0; p0; q0) with PPCL�(E0 u C1) > 0; : : : ; PPCL�(E0 u Cm) > 0;

depth(E0) � max
i=1;:::;m

fdepth(Ci)g : (p; q) dominates (p
0; q0)g where

P 0(E;C)
def
= PPCL�(E u :C1 u : : : u :Cm�1 u Cm) +

PPCL�(E u :C1 u : : : u :Cm�2 u Cm�1 u :Cm) + : : : +

PPCL�(E u C1 u : : : u Cm�1 u :Cm) +

PPCL�(E u C1 u : : : u Cm);

P 00(:E;C)
def
= PPCL�(:E u :C1 u : : : u :Cm�1 u Cm) +

PPCL�(:E u :C1 u : : : u :Cm�2 u Cm�1 u :Cm) + : : :+

PPCL�(:E u C1 u : : : u Cm�1 u :Cm) +

PPCL�(:E u C1 u : : : u Cm):

p-lcs(C) is called minimal i� 8(E; p; q) 2 p-lcs(C) : 8(E0; p0; q0) 2 p-lcs(C) : E0 6= E ) E0 6�

E.

In De�nition 1 we formalize the ideas of Figure 1.3 conditioned on the general case of m

concepts. The degree of LCS subsumption and the LCS subsumption probability are expressed

by p and q, respectively.

Proposition 1 The set p-lcs(C) is well-de�ned in the following sense:
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(1) p and q are probabilities, i.e., p; q 2 [0; 1].

(2) 8(E; p; q) 2 p-lcs(C) : :9(E0; p0; q0) : PPCL�(E0 u C1) > 0 ^ : : : ^ PPCL�(E0 u Cm) >

0 ^ depth(E0) � maxi=1;:::;mfdepth(Ci)g ^ p0 > p ^ q0 > q.

Proof. Let C be a set of concepts and (E; p; q) 2 p-lcs(C). Then PPCL�(E) = PPCL�(E u

:C1 u : : :u:Cm�1 uCm) + : : :+PPCL�(E uC1 u : : :uCm�1 u:Cm) +PPCL�(E uC1 u : : :u

Cm) + PPCL�(E u :C1 u : : : u :Cm) = P 0(E;C) + PPCL�(E u :C1 u : : : u :Cm). Since all

addends of P 0(E;C) and PPCL�(Eu:C1u : : :u:Cm) are greater than or equal to 0, we have

0 � p =
P 0(E;C)

P 0(E;C) + P (E u :C1 u : : : u :Cm)
� 1

In order to show q 2 [0; 1], it is su�cient to prove PPCL�(:E u :C1 u : : : u :Cm�1 u Cm) +

PPCL�(:E u C1 u : : : u Cm�1 u :Cm) + : : : + PPCL�(:E u C1 u : : : u Cm) = P 00(E;C) > 0.

However, this is obvious, since for all addends the Bayes net generates positive numbers or

zero which proves (1). (2) is an immediate consequence of De�nition 1.
2

In order to compute p-lcs(C) we must �rst �nd the set of concepts which have a non-empty

overlap with each of the C1; : : : ; Cm.

Algorithm 1 compute-concept-candidates(C1; : : : ; Cm; PCL1; : : : ; PCLm; depth)

B1 := ;; B2 := ;; B3 := ;

for all atomic concepts and concepts of the form (�lls F f) C in C1; : : : ; Cm do

add C to B1 if PPCL1
(C u C1) > 0 ^ : : : ^ PPCLm(C u Cm) > 0

end for

repeat

B0

1
:= B1

recursively add all concepts E = C u D to B1 where C and D are either atomic or

negated atomic concepts or of the form (�lls F f) in B1 if PPCL1
(E u C1) > 0 ^ : : :^

PPCLm(E u Cm) > 0 ^ 8C 0 2 B1 : E 6� C 0

until B0

1
6= B1

for all (� i R) u (� j R) in C1; : : : ; Cm do

add (� k R) u (� l R) to B2 if 0 � k � j ^ bound(R) � l � i ^ k � l

end for

if depth > 0 then

for all 8R:C
0

1
; : : : ;8R:C

0

m in C1; : : : ; Cm do

B3 := compute-concept-candidates(C
0

1
; : : : ; C

0

m; PC(8R:C
0

1
); : : : ; PC(8R:C

0

m); depth�

1)

end for.

end if

return fX u Y u Z j X 2 B1 [ f>g ^ Y 2 B2 [ f>g ^ Z 2 B3 [ f>g^

8i 2 f1; : : : ;mg : P (X u Y u Z u Ci) > 0g

Algorithm 1 computes this set given concepts C1; : : : ; Cm, p-classes PCL1; : : : ; PCLm which

are initialized with the root p-class at �rst call and the maximum depth over C1; : : : ; Cm. In

the �rst step all relevant atomic and �lls-concepts are collected in the set B1. Let us compute

the set p-lcs(ffootball-transmission,tennis-transmissiong). For p-lcs(fFB,TBg) we have B1 =

fSB,TSB,ISBg. In addition, their conjunctions and negations (in the case of atomic concepts)
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FIGURE 1.4. Example demonstrating how p-lcs(C) is computed.

are added as candidates for probabilistic LCS concepts to B1. Therefore, in the example

we have: B1 := B1 [ fTSB u ISBg. B2 contains all number restrictions which overlap with

C1; : : : ; Cm. In our case we compute B2 = f(= 1 has-sports-tool)g. Universal quanti�cations

are handled recursively in the last part of the algorithm. Thereby, the maximum number of

recursions is limited to depth which guarantees termination of the algorithm. In our example

we get B3 = f8has-sports-tool.STg. Let A be an abbreviation for (= 1 has-sports-tool) u

8has-sports-tool.ST. Then the algorithm returns the set fE1; : : : ; E8g = fSB,TSB,ISB,TSB u

ISB,SB uA;TSB uA; ISB uA;TSB u ISB uAg.

Theorem 1 Algorithm compute-concept-candidates is sound and complete. In other words,

for concepts C1; : : : ; Cm, p-classes PCL1; : : : ; PCLm initialized with the root p-class PCL�,

and depth 2 IN; depth = maxi=1;:::;mfdepth(Ci)g it computes the minimal set of concepts

fE j PPCL�(E u C1) > 0; : : : ; PPCL�(E u Cm) > 0 ^ depth(E) � maxi=1;:::;mfdepth(Ci)gg.
2

Once the set of possible candidates for probabilistic LCS concepts is computed, the parameters

p and q must be determined for each candidate by means of the formulas given in De�nition

1. The set p-lcs(C) contains only those triples whose quality measures dominate those of

other triples. In the left part of Figure 1.4 both value pairs for each of the candidates are

shown.

If only two candidates are present, p-lcs(C) can be determined by a simple if -then-else-test.

In the general case this set can be e�ectively computed. First, the triples (E1; p1; q1); : : : ;

(En; pn; qn) are arranged as points in a diagram where each point is de�ned by its p- and q-

parameter as shown in Figure 1.4. Then p-lcs(C) can be computed by the following procedure:

p-lcs(C) := sort(((E1; p1; q1); : : : ; (En; pn; qn)); qi)

for i = 1 to n do

eliminate all (E0; p0; q0) from p-lcs(C) with p0 < p and q0 < q

end for.

In Figure 1.4 the area of points which would be eliminated in two steps of the loop is indicated

by dotted lines. For our example we get p-lcs(fFB,TBg) = f(SB u (= 1 has-sports-tool) u

8has-sports-tool.ST; 0:3; 1); (TSBu (= 1 has-sports-tool)u8has-sports-tool.ST; 0:48; 0:98)g. As

a result we get two possible concepts: the one the crisp LCS would have computed and

an additional one with a better representation of the commonalities of FB and TB at the

expense of an imperfect LCS subsumption probability. The second concept does not subsume

any �gure skating broadcasts, since such broadcasts involve no team sports (unlike FB and

TB) according to our KB.
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1.4 Negative Examples

Often it is desirable for a user to not only characterize information he likes to be supplied

with, but also information he is not interested in. In a concrete application such as the

TV-Assistant a user should be able to specify negative examples | TV broadcasts whose

presentation should be avoided when retrieving TV program information if possible. Let us

assume a user likes to retrieve sports broadcasts similar to football broadcasts and tennis

broadcasts which do not have the properties of basketball broadcasts if possible.

In terms of the probabilistic LCS operator we are looking for the set of probabilistic LCS

concepts (representing the characteristics of the positive examples) which share as few as

possible commonalities with the parent concepts of the negative examples. Therefore, we add

a third parameter to every triple in p-lcs(C). This degree of LCS subsumption of a negative

example indicates the probability of occurrence of an individual which is subsumed by one of

the parent concepts of the negative examples provided that it is subsumed by the probabilistic

LCS concept. A potential probabilistic LCS candidate is considered the better, the smaller

this probability is. From our example KB it follows that TSB overlaps with BB more than

SB. Thus, its degree of LCS subsumption of a negative example will be higher. We say that

a triple (p; q; r) dominates (p0; q0; r0), i� (p < p0 ^ q < q0 ) r < r0) ^ (p < p0 ^ r > r0 ) q >

q0) ^ (q < q0 ^ r > r0 ) p > p0). In the following let N = fN1; : : : ; Nng denote the set of

parent concepts of the negative examples given as KB individuals.

De�nition 2 Let C;N be sets of concepts in canonical form representing the parent concepts

of m positive and n negative examples of information items, respectively. Then we de�ne the

set of probabilistic least common subsumers of C w.r.t. N as

p-lcs�(C;N)
def
= f(E; p; q; r) 2 C � IR� IR� IR j

8i 2 f1; : : : ;mg : PPCL�(E uCi) > 0 ^ depth(E) � max
i=1;:::;m

fdepth(Ci)g ^

p =
P 0(E;C)

PPCL�(E)
^ q =

PPCL�(E)

PPCL�(E) + P 00(E;C)
^ r =

P 0(E;N)

PPCL�(E)

8(E0; p0; q0; r0) with PPCL�(E0 uC1) > 0; : : : ; PPCL�(E0 u Cm) > 0;

depth(E0) � max
i=1;:::;m

fdepth(Ci)g : (p; q; r) dominates (p
0; q0; r0)g

p-�lcs(C;N) is called minimal i� 8(E; p; q; r) 2 p-lcs�(C;N) : 8(E0; p0; q0; r0) 2 p-lcs�(C;N) :

E 6= E0 ) E 6� E0.

Let C = fFB,TBg and N = fBBg, i.e., a user likes to retrieve TV broadcasts similar to FB

and TB which should not have the properties of BB if possible. Then for fE1; : : : ; E8g, p

and q are computed as in De�nition 1. Additionally, we have to compute r for each of the

elements in p-lcs(C). We get frE1
; : : : ; rE8

g = f0:06; 0:1; 0:03; 0:1; 0:3; 0:5; 0:17; 0:5g: The rest

of the computation of p-lcs�(C;N) can be performed the same way as p-lcs(C). However,

due to the third parameter r in De�nition 2, the algorithm for searching for the proba-

bilistic LCS quadruples must be executed in the 3D space. Hence we have p-lcs�(C;N) =

f(SB u (= 1 has-sports-tool) u 8has-sports-tool.ST; 0:3; 1; 0:3); (TSB u (= 1 has-sports-tool) u

8has-sports-tool.ST; 0:48; 0:98; 0:5); (ISB; 0:07; 0:93; 0:03)g. Compared to the result of the last

section we additionally get the concept ISB which has the best possible value for the degree

of LCS subsumption of a negative example.
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Proposition 2 The set p-lcs�(C;N) is well-de�ned in the following sense:

(1) p; q and r are probabilities, i.e., p; q; r 2 [0; 1].

(2) 8(E; p; q; r) 2 p-lcs�(C;N) : :9(E0; p0; q0; r0) : PPCL�(E0 u C1) > 0 ^ : : : ^ PPCL�(E0 u

Cm) > 0 ^ ((p0 > p ^ q0 > q ^ r0 < r)) E0 = E).
2

The proof of Proposition 1 can be easily extended to proof Proposition 2.

As Proposition 2 shows, our de�nition of the probabilistic least common subsumer considering

negative examples does indeed what we expect it to do. It can be assured that the concepts

as �rst parameter of the quadruples in p-lcs�(C;N) either have the best possible degree of

LCS subsumption, LCS subsumption probability, or degree of LCS subsumption of a negative

example.

1.5 Discussion and Conclusion

Unlike the crisp LCS algorithm presented in [CBH92], our algorithm is no longer polynomial in

the number of the concepts in the worst case. Principally this is due to the factor computation

of the parameters p; q; and r which in the worst case demands exponentially many Bayes

net propagations in the number of concepts. In practice, a lot of the involved probability

multiplications will evaluate to zero and therefore need not be considered in the further

computation process. The number of parameter sets that have to be computed depends on the

set of possible p-lcs-candidates. In general, only for knowledge bases with many overlapping

concepts this number is high. Usually it can be computed by only a few iterations as in our

example of sports broadcasts. Sometimes parameters do no even have to be computed at all.

Let (E1; p1; 1; r1); E2; p2 and r2 already be computed, p1 � p2 and r1 � r2. Then computing q2
can be omitted, since it is clear that E2 is no p-lcs-candidate. Furthermore, the q-parameter

should always be determined last (if necessary) due to the higher computational costs for

computing P 00(E;C) compared to P 0(E;C).

Considering the growing number of information sources especially on the WWW, intelligent

information retrieval becomes an important task. In this paper we have made a new approach

to tackle this problem. Information retrieval is modeled by knowledge base queries based on

the common properties of example individuals of a description logic. We introduced a least

common subsumer operator in order to compute commonalities between concepts in a prob-

abilistic description logic. Furthermore we have presented an extension to the probabilistic

LCS operator to also regard negative examples in information queries, i.e., examples of un-

wanted information. It can be proved that our algorithm �nds the set of probabilistic least

common subsumers with optimal parameters for degree of LCS subsumption, LCS subsump-

tion probability, and degree of LCS subsumption of a negative example. The probabilistic

LCS operator serves as a key mechanism for content-based information retrieval. Whereas

in this paper we focused on the TV-Assistant example application, our operator is applica-

ble for content-based information retrieval in all kinds of heterogeneous information sources.

The idea is to compute the probabilistic LCS to the schema of each of the component infor-

mation sources. Thus, the dominating LCS results (see Figure 1.4) might refer to di�erent

information sources. However, details of this approach still have to be developed.
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